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PURDUE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES & PRESS 
FROM COLLABORATION TO INTEGRATION 
Ithaka Sustainable Scholarship, New York,  NY – October 22, 2013 
“The Evolving Digital Landscape: New Roles and Responsibilities in Higher Education” 
“Libraries as Publishers” 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
SETTING THE SCENE I 
HISTORY OF RELATIONSHIP 
OUR THREE “BIG MOVES” 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS/LIBRARIES 
HISTORY OF THE RELATIONSHIP 
1960 “Purdue University Studies” created 
1974 Became Purdue University Press 
 
1992 Reporting moves to Dean of Libraries 
1993 Purdue University Press admitted to AAUP 
 
2008 Press attracts financial scrutiny 
2009 Press moved physically into Libraries 
 
2011 Joint strategic planning exercise 
2012 Purdue University Press and Scholarly Publishing Services established / 
Purdue e-Pubs institutional repository starts reporting to Director of Press 
1. PHYSICAL COLLOCATION 
Center of power 
Now – 2013 (above) 
 
 
Then – 2009 (below) 
Library Admin 
Edge of campus 
2. “REPORTING” TO “PARTICIPATING” 
 Dean of Libraries 
(James L. Mullins) 
Director of PUP & 











(w/Shofar) 0.5 FTE 
(Dianna Gilroy) 
 












Repository Specialist        












AD for Academic Affairs 
AD for Research and Assessment 
AD for Planning and Administration 
Director of Financial Affairs 
Director of University Copyright Office 
Director of Advancement 
Director of Strategic Communication 
 
University Archivist 
Booker Chair in Information Literacy 
Planning and Operations Council 
Dean’s Council 
Information Resources Council 
Digital Scholarship Council 
3. CREATION OF A SHARED MISSION 
PUP/SPS NOW A FULL PARTNER IN JOINT STRATEGIC PLAN 
SETTING THE SCENE II 
OUR POSITIONING 
WHERE WE ARE TODAY 
OUR POSITIONING 


















PRE- and  
POST-PRINT 
COLLECTIONS 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING SERVICES 
PUP: branded; peer-reviewed; books/journals aligned with Purdue mission; discipline-focused 
SPS: “white labeled”; less formal; e.g., tech reports, conferences; institution-focused 
TWO IMPRINTS, ONE STAFF, SHARED INFRASTRUCTURE 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
PEER-REVIEWED BOOKS AND JOURNALS 
SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING SERVICES 





“The publishing division of Purdue Libraries enhances the impact of 
Purdue scholarship  by developing information products aligned 
with the University’s strengths.” 
HOW WE BENEFIT . . . 
PRESS PERSPECTIVE 
LIBRARIES PERSPECTIVE 
THE PRESS PERSPECTIVE 




• Greater financial security allows experimentation / disruption 
• Better digital capacity (skills and infrastructure) to serve emerging needs 




• Maintaining a business-like perspective 
• Avoiding over commitment to a new range of opportunities 
• Retaining editorial independence 
THE LIBRARY PERSPECTIVE 




• Better understand publishing “from the inside” 
• Build functional capacity in new skills areas 




• Handling a revenue-generating entity 
• Explaining what a university press “is” to admin with STEM backgrounds. 
• Gaining acceptance internally for the skills publishers bring 
SOME UNRESOLVED 
QUESTIONS . . . 
IN THREE YEARS’ TIME 
• Editorial: What disciplines will we be serving? Are there 
new opportunities to engage with the sciences and 
engineering? 
 
• Production: What will be the best balance of 
experimentation with application of established 
processes at a greater scale? How can we best create 
links with existing repository infrastructure? 
 
• Sales and marketing: What is the future role of earned 
revenue? Will all our products be Open Access? If so, 
what is the sustainability plan? 
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